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ABSTRACT
The present study complements current knowledge of electrical conduction in
amorphous ionic solids with new results on yttria doped ceria, which is a crystalline
system. By removing the complexity of the structure of amorphous materials it is
possible to identifY the fundamental basis ofuniversalities of ionic conduction observed
among crystalline and amorphous systems alike. Although doped ceria has received
much attention in the past, new results are obtained for a variety of dilute compositions
at low temperatures down to -5 K, a region for which there currently exists little
information. Capacitance and conductance data are obtained using an ac capacitance
bridge over a broad temperature, composition, and frequency range. The results are
analyzed in the form of conductivity and dielectric loss to help decipher the origin of
the universality of nearly constant loss (NCL) observed among disordered solid ionic
conductors at low temperature/low frequency or at high temperature/ high frequency.
Low temperature ionic conductivity in glassy systems has been successfully
modeled using multi-atomic entities which experience asymmetric fluctuations, similar
in nature to the wiggling behavior of a 'jellyfish' in the 'ocean' of atomic vibrations.
The present study supports the jellyfish model with new data for the crystalline system
ofyttria doped ceria. At low temperatures, below - 60 K all ceria compositions exhibit
NCL. Further, four new loss peaks have been identified, at low «85 K), at
intermediate (-220 K) and at high temperatures (-300 K). The discovery of these loss
peaks, specific to a number of different compositions, has helped elucidate how loss
mechanisms in solid ionic conductors evolve with increasing charge carrier
1
concentration. Interestingly, multiple peaks observed below 200 K combine, with
increasing yttria concentration, to form one peak. With additional doping this peak
then broadens into an apparently different :'\CL, thus supporting the physical
description of the jellyfish model previously proposed for the ~CL in glasses.
Furthermore, peaks are obsen'ed belo\\' 50 K for pure ceria \\"hich have not been
pre\"iously reported in the literature. This thesis complements previous \\"ork \\'ith more
extensive 10\\' temperature! 10\\' frequency data supporting the viability of the jellyfish
model as a route to modeling ionic conductivity in disordered solids.
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Introduction
A variety of disordered materials: crystalline and amorphous solids, and
supercooled liquids, display particularly high values of ionic conductivity. This
property makes disordered solids an attractive class of materials for use in fuel cells,
oxygen sensors, and a variety of other ionic applications. Despite the important role
ionic conductivity plays in such devices, the microscopic understanding of ionic
conduction in disordered materials remains unclear. Within disordered materials,
complex mechanisms, involving both independent and coupled movements, contribute
to the overall ionic conductivity. Without a fundamental and thorough approach to
describe and understand such phenomena, it is nearly impossible to engineer superior
disordered ionic conductors.
Deciphering the processes by which ions migrate through disordered materials
has remained an enigma within the field of solid state ionics for over a hundred years
[1]. Persistent efforts have produced a number of theories which attempt to explain the
dynamics associated with ionic conductivity in disordered materials. These theories
stem from two underlying universalities which relate the ionic behavior displayed by
different types of disordered materials. The fundamental nature of most disordered
materials is such that ionic conduction is a many-particle, cooperative process. Ions
interact both electrostatically through Coulombic forces, and mechanically via strain
3
energy as an ion induces stress in the surrounding environment. Experiments have
revealed that a wide variety of disordered materials exhibit similar trends of ionic
conductivity as a function of temperature and frequency. One such trend, know as the
1st Universality, 'Jonscher regime' , or Universal Dynamic Response (UDR),
characterizes a commonality in the dynamics of ion hopping in disordered materials. A
second trend, occurring at low temperatures and! or high frequencies, known as the 2nd
Universality represents, Nearly Constant Loss (NCL) dielectric behavior. The 2Dd
Universality, or NCL behavior, is the focus of this thesis; which will be presented
following a brief overview of basic elements shared among conductivity spectra of
disordered materials.
The ionic conductivity of materials is commonly studied by analyzing how
electrical conductivity varies as a function of frequency. Representing the data within
this form yields a rich understanding of how a material behaves within different
frequency (or time) and temperature regimes. The experimentally available spectra,
which may span from 10-3_1015 Hz, across temperatures from a few degrees Kelvin to
within the melting temperature of a material, may be broken-down into eight regions to
help minimize confusion when analyzing ionic conductivity (Table 1-1). A general
material response is associated with each region, but it does not mean that each regime
represents a separate phenomenon [2]. Region (a), associated with the frequency
independent hopping of ions is linked to dc conductivity (long-range diffusion), and is
represented by the low frequency plateaus (102-105 Hz) seen in Figure 1-1. As shown
in the figure, with decreasing temperature, the dc plateau shifts to lower frequencies,
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following time-temperature superposition. Within this regime, the ionic conducthity is
described well using the Nernst-Einstein relation
Ode = (nq2/ kBT)D Eq. 1
where Ode is the dc conductivity, q the charge on a mobile species, n is the number/
volume of mobile species, kB is Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature, and D the
diffusion coefficient. The high frequency end of the dc plateau, marking the onset of
dispersion (frequency dependence) known as Jonscher, or Jonscher-Ngai behavior, also
referred to as the universal dynamic response (UDR). Within this region, interactions
between hopping ions must be considered [2].
With increasing frequency, conductivity dispersion evolves into a power-law
dependence, 0- ros, where 0 is the conductivity, ro(=21tU) is the angular frequency, and s
is the power-law exponent. At frequencies in the MHz! lower GHz range, the power-
law exponent s ~ 1.0; which is equivalent to nearly constant loss with regard to
frequency. A temperature dependence of this behavior is observed for a variety of
materials which is far weaker than that typical of Arrhenius behavior, but its exact
nature has not been sufficiently characterized to allow for generalizations. Frequencies
typical of the far infrared (FIR) are associated with power-law exponent values which
smoothly increase toward two, characteristic of region (e) (Table 1-1). For common
insulating glasses region (c) spans the frequency range between the MHz and FIR
frequencies. Contrastingly, some fast ion conducting glasses (FIC) have a high
frequency plateau above the microwave frequencies. Models proposed by Ngai and
Funke suggest this plateau should exist for all glasses, and that it is thermally activated
5
by a primitive energy representing the jump of an ion unimpeded by its surrounding
structure. At frequencies in the FIR, a peak in conductivity is seen which is associated
with resonant vibrations of ions constrained relative to individual sites. Ion hopping is
not possible at such frequencies, where the conductivity is independent of temperature,
and varies as the square of frequency on either side of the FIR peak [2].
At temperatures below approximately 200 K, for frequencies below a few \1Hz,
the contribution associated with dc conducti\'ity is infinitesimally small, and a strong
dependence of conductivity on frequency is observed. Within this region the
conductivity varies nearly linearly with frequency. thus it is referred to as the nearly
constant loss (~CL) regime [3]. Virtually no data exists for behavior associated \\'ith
10\\ temperatures and high frequencies (region (g)) due to the limited sensiti\'ity of
CUlTcnt test-equipment. Initial \\ork sho\\s that region (g) coincides \\ith a continuous
extrapolation of region (f) to region (e). [2. 4-6]. Finally. region (h) is dominated by
tunneling of atoms within a 1'\'0 level system (TLS). for \\'hich a precise physical
representation. in association \\'ith experimental data docs not yet exist [2].
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Figure 1-1 Log-log plot of electrical conductivity vs. frequency for Na20'3Si02 glass
for temperatures at and above room temperature [5].
Typical Typical
Temperature Frequency Typical Characteristics
Range Range
Region Approx. RT ~ T ~ low, Hz- o is independent of w, thermallyactivated with energy Ede -+ dc(a) Tg kHz conductivity, ode, from hopping.
medium Onset of ac dispersion, oac=Aws ,Region Approx. RT ~ T ~ high, up to
(b) Tg several 5-0.5-0.65. A is thermally
MHz activated.
Region Approx. RT ~ T ~ MHz-GHz OHTHF - A'w
s
', s' ::::: 1. Too few data
(c) Tg to define weak temp. dep.
Shown by fast ion conducting
Region Approx. RT ~ T ~ GHzto crystals and glasses as secondbelow far- plateau Le., 0 is again w(d) Tg IR independent and thermally
activated.
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w exponent s' approaches 2,
Region Approx. RT :s T :s far -IR followed by a peak in a due to(e) Tg local ion vibrations, which is
practically T independent.
For glasses with moderate to
Region Approx. 200K ~ T low to high Ode; o(w,T) - T'co~where 0.25
medium; :s ~ a ~ 0, and 1.15 ~ ~ 1.0. Forlow(f) ~fewK MHz Ode glass: T and CO dependence is
complex showing peaks.
Region Approx. 200K ~ T
> MHz Little information to identify(g) ~fewK overall characteristics.
Region Complex T and w dependenceT<fewK low to high from tunneling within two level(h)
systems.
Table 1-1 Division of electrical conductivity behavior into eight different regions as a
function offrequency [2].
The following sections will include a review of the past work pertaining to
materials studied with reference to UDR and NCL behavior. Prominent theories
attempting to explain UDR and NCL behavior will be discussed in tenns of their
approach and derivation. Once the previous and current work in the field has been
surveyed, a statement of motivation and purpose will be articulated, detailing research
objectives and experimental goals. An overview of experimental techniques and
methods will be provided. Next, experimental results will be presented and discussed
in tenns of trends of the raw capacitance and conductance data with varying
temperature, composition, and frequency. Following a presentation of results, a
discussion of behaviors in the form of dielectric loss mechanisms will be presented
through the data analysis used to interpret, manipulate, and evaluate the raw data.
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Finally, conclusions from the data analysis will be drawn with suggestions for future
work.
CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Studies pertaining to the nature of ionic conduction in disordered material have
received continual attention for the past 50 years. Presently, impedance spectroscopy
provides a popular and effective means of evaluating the conduction process associated
with ion transport while also providing information about the temporal dielectric
response associated with fluctuations of ions relative to their host sites. Two distinct
regimes of frequency dependent behavior have been identified and studied for
numerous disordered materials. While commonalities exist among these materials,
subtle inconsistencies have hindered the development of a universal model capable of
describing the dynamics of ionic conduction for all disordered materials. Given the
present condition of disagreement, the following will include a segregated discussion of
the two behavioral regimes, including a brief history as well as recent work related to
the understanding ofthese two regimes referred to as UDR, and NCL behavior [7].
Experirnentali\pproach
A variety of experimental techniques are available for studying the dynamics
associated with ion migration throughout solids. Often, the characteristics of a given
material, or the conditions under which tests are performed, dictate what method will
most effectively yield the best data. The common techniques include tracer diffusion,
dc and ac electrical conductivity, nuclear magnetic resonance, mechanical relaxation,
nuclear spin relaxation, and neutron scattering [8]. Given the fact that a great majority
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of the work has employed the ac electrical conductivity method, a brief discussion of
fundamental experimental techniques is provided below. Frequently, experimental
results are correlated with computer simulation of semi-empirical laws, thus a short
note will be made regarding the use of computer modeling as a means ofunderstanding
ionic conduction in solids.
Electrical Conduction
The electrical conduction technique is versatile enough to provide information
about long-range transport as well as on a short time scale, information about atomistic
relaxations from fast localized charge fluctuations. Electrical conductivity (cr)
measurements are flexible in that a wide range of frequencies co(=21tU), temperatures
(T) and atmospheres may be used to understand a material's dynamic response.
Typically, complex electrical conduction data are obtained in response to a dc or ac
electric field from a signal generator [9]. Here, using data at low frequencies and high
temperatures, one determines long range/ time-independent dc conductivity crdc.
Further, cr measurements allow one to discriminate between contributions derived from
different mechanisms such as that of the bulk lattice, grain boundaries or the sample
electrodes [10].
The ability to discriminate between various impedance components is most
easily achieved through the use of a ''Nyquist plot" which is a plot of the real (Z') vs.
imaginary (Z") components of the impedance. These plots typically constist of two or
more arcs of a circle (Figure 2-1). The relaxation time associated with difference loss
mechanisms is sufficiently different across a range of temperatures and frequencies that
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it is possible to differentiate between the vanous contributions. The right most
intersection of each arc with the x-axis represents the electrical resistance which
corresponds to the process represented by the particular arc [10]. For example, in
Figure 2-1, the minimum at approximately 103 Hz, represents the resistance of the bulk
lattice, which in tum allows one to extract the dc conductivity.
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Figure 2-1 Representative Nyquist plot for which, progressing from left to right, the
arcs represent the bulk lattice contribution, the grain boundary contribution, and the
electrode contribution, respectively [10].
Introduction to the Asymmetric Double Well Potential Formalism
The asymmetric double well potential (ADWP) model was originally developed
to help understand anomalous low-temperature conductivity behavior of glasses [11,
12]. Thus far it has successfully reproduced a variety ofphenomena such as the power-
law dependence of conductivity with frequency, and the observed maxima in ac
II
conductivity plotted against temperature [13]. The ADWP contribution to conductivity
arises as a group of atoms fluctuates spatially relative to an initial site or configuration.
The ADWP model describes these fluctuations in configurational space, consisting of a
double well structure, for which the wells differ by a degree of asymmetry .1, are
separated by a barrier ofheight V, and span a distance R from the trough of one well to
another (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2 Illustration of a typical Asymmetric Double Well Potential for which a
common model would incorporate a distribution of the above variables: average barrier
height (V), degree of symmetry (.1), and separation between the two wells (R).
Due to the disordered nature of glass, all these parameters have a distribution.
This distribution of potential wells, contingent on a material's structure and
composition, influences how an ion migrates or spatially fluctuates about a site. At
temperatures below lK, the transition between potential sites stems from tunneling,
while at higher temperatures the transition is thermally activated [14]. Use of a
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continuous distribution of barriers over a finite range of magnitudes yields a broad
distribution ofrelaxation times which vary weakly with frequency [8].
This nearly frequency independent relaxation time makes the ADWP model
particularly well suited for studying NCL behavior in that conductivity is nearly
independent of frequency at low temperatures-low frequencies and high frequencies-
high temperatures (>RT). Further, by determining the variables, for a given data set, it
is possible to obtain a physical description of the ADWP model and to correlate it with
the structure ofa particular material [15]. In other words, the parameters of the ADWP
are dependent on the chemistry and structure ofthe material under study.
Computer modeling (Monte Carlo)
The majority of the work involving computer modeling uses Monte Carlo
simulations as a means to understand how mobile ions behave at various temperatures
on different time scales. Such models typically start with a simple cubic lattice on
which there is a random or correlated distribution of independent or interacting defects.
Coulombic fields associated with the defects are used to define interaction criteria, thus
influencing the degree of complexity and predictive ability of a given model. Often
times these defects are dipolar centers which have a defined moment and for which
there exist a possible set of orientations, hopping frequencies, and hopping probabilities
[16-18].
Universal Dynamic Response
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Introduction to the Universal Dynamic Response
Universal Dynamic Response (UDR) evolved from the acronym originally
coined by Jonscher as Universal Dielectric Response [10]. He used universal dielectric
response as a means of classifying the behavior of dielectric materials, specifically by
variation of conductivity with increasing frequency. With time, it became obvious this
behavior applied to a broad selection of conducting materials, thus it came to be known
as 'universal dynamic response' (UDR) [19].
The UDR regime occurs at high temperatures and/or low frequencies where
cooperative or correlated ion hopping makes the most substantial contribution to the
observed complex conductivity. The real part of the conductivity has a frequency
independent component at lower frequencies, associated with de conductivity (crdc).
UDR designates an onset of frequency dependent conductivity and lies at the high
frequency end of the de plateau [2]. At high frequencies, fractional power-law
frequency dependence is observed which is associated with the hopping dynamics of
the mobile ions; this behavior is characteristic of UDR [20]. As a note, hopping
dynamics refers to frequency or time-dependent behavior of mobile ions as they
attempt to migrate through a material. It is commonly referred to as the 'Jonscher
regime,' and is commonly described by Eq. 2, for which the power-law exponent lies
between 0.5 and 0.7,
Eq.2
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To describe ion dynamics, others prefer to use the complex electric modulus (M*)
which is a one-sided Fourier transform of the Kohlrauch stretched exponential function
(Eq. 2) [20]. Taking 0*(00) as
then
0*(00) = 0'(00) + io"(oo)
M*(oo) = iooEo / 0*(00),
Eq.3
Eq.4
where Eo is the permittivity of free space. Those who use the electric modulus
formalism argue that the narrowing of the dispersion exponential associated with
decreasing mobile-ion concentration corresponds to a reduction in the degree of ion-ion
interaction [21]. In principle, the complex conductivity, 0'*(00), complex permittivity,
6*(00), and complex modulus, M*(co), are alternative macroscopic representations ofthe
same fundamental relaxation data [22].
Some debate exists pertaining to the exact function which best describes UDR,
but the stretched exponential Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) expression is most
regularly used to model UDR [23]. Empirically, the KWW stretched-exponential, eMt),
describes the M*(co) data well and hence the the relaxation processes that contribute to
the conductivity dispersion seen in the vicinity ofMaxwell relaxation time (RC).
Eq.5
where 'to is the characteristic relaxation time of the response, which reduces to simple
exponential decay as 13 approaches one. The above expression describes the decay of
an electric field in an electrolyte as the charges align with the steady-state field. A
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number of different approaches exist which attempt to explain conductivity dispersion
using the stretched-exponential approach while others attempt to use a complex power-
law method within the context of UDR [19]. Three prominent approaches for
explaining UDR include: various forms of Funke's jump relaxation model [23-29]],
Ngai's coupling model [30-32], and the dynamic structure model ofMaass, Bunde, and
Ingram [33]. Others which will be mentioned include the random free-energy model of
Dyre [34], and the counter ion model ofDietrich and Knodler [18, 35-37].
The MIGRATION Model
Formerly known as the jump relaxation model, but more recently referred to as
the M.I.G.R.A.T.I.O.N model (MIsmatch Generated Relaxation for the
Accommodation and Transport of IONs) [38-40], relies on the ability to predict the
relative success/ failure of an ion as it attempts to move through a lattice by hopping
from site to site. The success of individual hopping events depends on the local
environment as defined by the static lattice potential, the dynamic potential induced in
local structure by the ion, and contributions associated with other neighboring mobile
species. Much of the work investigating the pertinence of Funke's approach has
involved the study of RbAg4Is and Na-~-alumina crystals, and B203'O.56LhO·0,45LiBr
and P20s·Ag20·2AgI glasses, thus accommodating the features of crystalline and
amorphous materials. The jump relaxation model is based on the concept of a
correlated forward-backward jump sequence of the thermally activated motion of
mobile species, such as an ion or a charged vacancy. Each site to which an ion moves
has an associated potential, whose energy determines whether the mobile ion prefers to
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stay in the new site, or return to the prior site; as depicted by the schematic at t=0 in
Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3 Schematic representation of the corresponding relaxation of the local
environment in response to the hopping of an ion from one site to another.
In the event the ion stays in the new site, the neighborhood around the ion relaxes so as
to attain an energetic minimum in association with the ion to which it now serves as
host; see schematic for t>0 in Figure 2-3. Within the jump relaxation model a
distribution of residence times, arising from an ion's movements by way of successful
or failed jumps, results in dispersion in the conductivity spectra.
More recently, Funke and associates have improvised the jump relaxation
model ofthe hopping dynamics of mobile ions, leading to the MIGRATION model [39,
40]. Fundamentally, the MIGRATION model describes the hopping of ions through
three coupled rate equations. One equation, with Wet): the time-dependent correlation
term, describes the condition prompted by the hopping of an ion in which a mismatch is
created between the ion and its new lattice site. After a forward hop, two possibilities
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for reducing this mismatch exist: the neighbors rearrange to accommodate for the ion,
or the ion hops back to its original site. W(t) describes the correlated forward-
backward behavior ofthe ion. Next, g(t): the mismatch function, is used to describe the
decay of mismatch between a mobile ion and its neighboring ions. As such, as the rate
of relaxation increases the success-rate of forward hops increases. Finally, N(t): the
time-dependent effective number of neighbors available for the relaxation, quantifies
the number of neighboring ions (to the central ion) that shift to accommodate the
mismatch created by the central ion. That is to say, as the environment around the
central ion rearranges, the effective volume of the dipole field decreases, so there are a
limited number of ions (described by N(t)) which remain affected by the mismatch
associated with the central ion. These equations are intuitively informative. They
reproduce conductivity spectra, time-dependence mean square displacement, and
frequency dependent permittivities with the following equation [39, 41],
-g(t)/g(t) = r 0 W(t)N(t). Eq.6
Additional equations that are used to produce conductivity spectra specific to a given
material may be found in several recent publications [41].
The Coupling Model
Another approach, the coupling model, has been developed by Ngai to explain
the conductivity dispersion across a wide frequency regime [31]. Ngai's model
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interprets dispersion with the concept that ions have an initial, independent jump rate,
which diminishes upon coupling of the mobile ion with the complex glassy network.
At the time characteristic of the coupling there occurs a transition to a stretched
exponential correlation function reflecting the coupling between the mobile particle and
the glassy network [42]. Ngai's model employs one set of parameters among several
coupled equations which cooperatively account for dispersive behavior among
disordered solids. The coupling model uses a generalized form of the relaxation
function (Eq. 5):
dcjJ(t)/dt = -W(t)cjJ(t) Eq.7,
where Wet) represents the transition rate which is a time-dependent byproduct of the
coupling between mobile ions. In theory, Wet) is a representation of the many-body
correlations between relaxing ions and their effect on the relaxation rate of an
individual ion. The time dependence of the relaxation accepts several fundamental
quantities, viz, Wo, representing the initial relaxation rate, which slows down and
becomes time dependent after a characteristic time we-I, due to the many body
interactions [31],
Wet) = {Wo for wc< 1
lWo (wctrn for wet> 1,0 < n < 1 Eq.8
Substituting Wet) (Eq.8) into Eq. 5, yields
cjJ(t) = exp[-(t1'to)] for wet <1,
for Wet) = Wo,and 'to = Wo-I , while
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Eq.9
cP(t) = exp[_(th*)l-n] for met>1, Eq.10
for W(t) = Wo(met)"n. which has the fractional exponential form of the Kohlrauch
function. Note the relaxation time 't*is defmed by 'to and me according to
Eq.11
From the above equations the coupling model explicitly predicts that the high-
frequency and low-frequency relaxation behaviors are continuously related by the
microscopic relaxation time, 'to. The two frequency regimes me'to »1, and me'to «1
are related, so that the coupling model reproduces the "fractional-exponential
dominance" for me'to »1, and the "linear-exponential dominance" for me'to «1, thus
distinguishing it from other models limited to the Kohlrausch form [31]. Recently,
Ngai et al. have interpreted experimental evidence to show that the UDR and NCL
contributions are not additive. Further, it is proposed, within a given temperature
range, that a defined frequency exists at which one behavior ceases in favor of the other
[20].
The Dynamic Structure Model
A model has been proposed by Maass, Bunde, and Ingram known as the
dynamic structure model. It surmises that cations in a glassy matrix create and
maintain a preferred environment, which in conjunction with a site memory leads to
conductive pathways throughout the matrix. The dynamic structure model uses a
simple power-law relation to model the anomalous dependence of conductivity on the
modifier content of a single alkali component glass [43]. Using EXAFS and far-
infrared spectroscopy it is proposed that cations, even in multi-alkali component
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glasses, develop a preferred and characteristic local environment. The integrity of this
environment is stable for a sufficient length of time so as to promote a preference
among subsequent mobile ions for that path, defined by similar preceding ions. In the
event an ion "chooses" a foreign site to pass through, the local environment must then
relax to accommodate the misfit created by the foreign cation. Further, the model
ascribes loss phenomena and internal friction peaks to result from the coupling of ionic
motions with the conversion of site having either a biased or neutral association with
the mobile cations in the glass [43].
Random Free-Energy Barrier Model
This model developed by Dyre, but based on work by Scher and Lax, uses a
continuous time random walk, and an effective medium approximation based approach
to simulate the interactions in a disordered material. Within this model the mobile
species migrate among spatially, randomly varying free-energy barriers [34]. The
random free-energy barrier model qualitatively simulates the UDR behavioral regime
solely through contributions from the dc conductivity and the dielectric loss strength.
The use of these phenomena as a basis for the model stems from the thermally activated
nature of dc conductivity and the relationship by which ac conductivity has a lesser
temperature dependence while also resulting from hopping with lower activation
energies. Further, the model justifies the dispersive conductivity through the use of a
distribution of energy barriers which must be overcome for the charged species to hop
from one site to another [34].
The Counterion Model
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The counter ion model, developed by Dieterich, KnOdler et al. [35, 44], uses
Monte Carlo simulation as the primary means of describing the ac-response of an
alkali-doped glassy network within which long-range Coulombic interactions occur.
While this model is an over simplification of a real glass it qualitatively reproduces
both UDR and NCL behavior [18]. The use of the counter ion model as a means of
explaining NCL behavior will be discussed subsequently in the section on NCL
behavior [8, 17]. Initially, simulations revolved around the use oflattice-gas models as
a mechanism toward understanding the dispersive behavior observed in ion-conducting
glasses [36]. This model evolved with time and led to simulations involving the
hopping of charged particles in simplified oxide glasses. Here, the charged particles
experience long-range Coulombic interaction with a random distribution of charge-
compensating centers, resulting in dipolar correlations leading to dispersive behavior.
Further, the counter ion model successfully models basic characteristics of ion
conducting glasses such as temperature scaling of dc conductivity, the dependence of
the Haven ratio (describing mobile ion interaction) on dopant concentration, etc. This
model provides insight concerning the influence of dopant concentration, and the ion-
ion interaction effects, as a means ofunderstanding non-Debye relaxations [35, 37, 44].
In contrast to theories which attempt to give a phenomenological description of
the UDR, an approach by Nowick is more pragmatic for the interpretation of
experimental data. He has generally accepted the proposed use of a fractional power-
law description of UDR, and tends towards phenomenological theories over those
atomistic in nature [45-47]. Studies pertaining to crystalline and amorphous ionic
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conductors have revealed that an equivalent potential energy barrier exists for the
hopping of ions within both the dc and ac regimes. This led Nowick to deduce the
same mechanisms were present for each case, the significance of which lies in the fact
that both the dc and ac conductivities are coupled through ion-ion interactions in the
hopping process [48].
Although Nowick avoids the proposal of an explicit UDR model; through his
work he has reached the conclusion that the dispersive ac conductivity is a result ofthe
superposition ofUDR and NCL behavior, which is to say that UDR does not gradually
evolve into NCL behavior [49]. Accompanying this argument is the evidence ofa well
defined frequency, for a given temperature, at which UDR behavior ceases in favor of
NCL behavior, and that these processes are distinct and separate [50]. In a similar
fashion Jain has adopted an approach by accepting the proposed models for UDR
behavior and has focused efforts on gathering experimental data concerning the
compositional and structural features ofUDR [51,52].
Complementarily, similar effort has been devoted to understanding NCL
behavior in association with data obtained experimentally. In the following section, we
discuss several common theories of the nearly constant loss regime, otherwise known
as the 'Second Universality.'
The Second Universality
Introduction to the Nearly Constant Loss Behavior
The Nearly Constant Loss (NCL) behavior is typically expected at high
frequencies and ambient to elevated temperatures, and over a wide frequency range at
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low frequencies and low temperatures. Different constraints are encountered when
observing NCL at different temperature and frequency regimes; at room temperature,
frequencies usually must be above 107_1010 Hz, while at low frequencies «106 Hz) the
temperatures must be below about 200 K to avoid contributions from ion hopping [8].
NCL behavior is seen on a log conductivity- log frequency plot where the slope of the
curve tends to a limiting value of one (Figure 2-4), corresponding to constant loss. This
method of representing NCL (0' (m» results in a power law exponent of s=l for Eq. 2.
An equivalent means of representing dielectric loss involves the use of the imaginary
component ofthe dielectric constant (E"), defined according to Eq.12,
s"(m) = O'(m)- O'dcl (sam) Eq.12
where s" is the dielectric loss, O'(m) the frequency dependent conductivity, O'dc the dc
conductivity, Eo the permittivity ofvacuum, and m(= 21tv) the angular frequency.
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Figure 2-4 Typical plot of log conductivity vs log frequency for a disordered solid
showing the low frequency dc plateau shifting to lower frequency as temperature
decreases. Additionally, the NCL regime can be identified by the region for which the
slope ofthe curves is constant.
There are strong indications that the NCL behavior observed at high frequencies
stems from the same fundamental mechanism(s) as NCL behavior present at low
temperature [13, 14,53-55]. This concept was originally suggested by Hsieh and Jain,
who proposed that NCL behavior observed within both regimes stems from fluctuations
in ADWPs [4]. These ADWPs, which are comprised ofa group of atoms, fluctuate in a
manner similar to the wiggling motion of a jellyfish, and it is this jellyfish type motion
which is responsible for NCL in the low and high temperatures regions [4, 6].
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Empirical eviden.ce .supports that the jellyfish mechanisms exist within both the high
and low temperature regions, yet application of the ADWP model to the two regions
requires modification of the model's parameters suggesting the nature ofADWP which
defines the jellyfish changes with temperature [4].
In contrast, others propose that the high temperature-high frequency NCL
originates from hopping behavior observed on a very short time scale, and! or from the
vibrations of ions within caged potentials. Such proponents argue at longer times or
higher temperatures, the mechanism(s) associated with constrained ions or failed hops,
within NCL, gradually evolve into successful hopping events as conditions shift to
lower frequencies or higher temperatures [53,56]. Until recently, these models failed
to explain the NCL observed at low temperatures, leaving their origin unexplained or to
the jellyfish mechanism. Further, the dependence of the magnitude of NCL on the
degree of disorder remains to be established, yet the influence has been noticed among
several studies [14]. Discontinuities found in descriptive parameters ofNCL behavior
among different conditions suggest that there are a number of different types of NCL
behavior [14].
Among crystalline ionic conductors, having a limited number of defects
associated with dopant ions, discrete dielectric loss peaks are found from room
temperature down to low temperatures. As the concentration of the dopant increases
these discrete peaks broaden, prompting the resultant spectra to evolve with increasing
dopant concentration to possess NCL behavior [17]. Interestingly, the presence of a
low temperature loss peak superimposed on NCL was isolated and identified for several
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glasses by Lu and Jain by careful manipulation of the mixed alkali effect [57, 58]. This
evidence, in conjunction with that to be presented, supports the fact that discrete loss
peaks smear-out, with increasing defect concentration in amorphous and crystalline
materials, to result in NCL. Such behavior will be visited in the current study, for
which a number of peaks are found to evolve to NCL as the defect concentration and
degree of disorder increases. At present, the complex nature of NCL has generated
significant debate concerning the precise physical mechanisms responsible for NCL.
Below is a partial summary ofwork generated by some ofthe major contributors within
the field.
Experimental Approach
Experimentally, NCL may be observed using both electrical and nuclear spin
relaxation (NSR) spectroscopy, for which the descriptive parameters generated by each
technique are in agreement within experimental error [14]. NCL behavior among
disordered materials is found at low frequencies (10 Hz - 100 kHz), for temperatures
typically below 200 K using a capacitance bridge, or impedance analyzer. In the high
frequency regime, a vector network analyzer may be used, for which frequencies may
be varied between IMHz and 135 GHz by using an assortment of sample geometries
and test configurations, as prescribed by the associated wavelength regime of concern.
Further, NSR experiments, for which appropriate probe nuclei are selected, yield data
reflecting charge fluctuations which are responsible for NCL behavior, as supported by
agreement with data obtained by electrical conductivity methods [14].
Universality ofthe NCL at low Temperatures
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In 1991 Nowick et al. proposed that the behavior, now known as nearly constant
loss, is a universal response common to all ion conducting crystals and glasses, much
like UDR, but quite different in nature. Previously, such behavior corresponding to
NCL had been widely observed in amorphous semiconductors, yet the associated
behavior found among ionic conductors was never established. Nowick et al. showed
that NaCl:Zn2+, Ce02:Gd3+, Na20·3Si02, and (NalCs)20·3Si02 all exhibited NCL
behavior, when the temperature was sufficiently low, at frequencies between 10 Hz and
100kHz [3].
As stated earlier, Nowick avoids defining explicit physical entities or even
mechanisms which account for the NCL behavior, but he does maintain that behavior
seen at low temperatures is consistent with models comprised of a broad distribution of
two-level systems, or ADWPs having Debye-like behavior [55, 59]. The ADWP
mechanism of NCL offers an inherent flexibility by which ADWP configurations
(ADWPC) may be defined. The ADWPC may be off-symmetry defects involving a
mobile ion and its caging environment. Such an argument is proposed with the
assumption that these defects undergo broad, short range, displacements having low
activation energies quite unlike the hopping of a mobile charge between neighboring
lattice sites [55].
Nowick's studies on very low doping ion conducting crystalline ceria systems
showed discrete Debye-like peaks at low temperatures. The discrete peaks smear/
broaden into NCL behavior, with increasing dopant concentration, thus providing a
clue to the source ofNCL (Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5 Graph of loss peaks (diminishing in amplitude with increasing dopant
concentration) represented by tan 8(=6"/ 6') for three different composition of Gd
doped Ce02, at a constant temperature of 147 K [47].
The resulting conclusion is that these low temperature-low activation energy peaks
result from "off-symmetry" defect configurations which undergo distortions resulting
in Debye-like peaks. As the dopant concentration increases above a couple of mole
percent these collective defect mechanisms produce the frequency independent loss
behavior ofNCL [46,47].
NCL Behavior within the Coupling Model
Over time, as the body of evidence has grown, so too has the interpretation of
the material response within the realms ofNCL behavior. Ngai et al. have attempted to
explain the high frequency-high temperature NCL within the context of the coupling
model through the use of both electrical relaxation measureme~ts and computer
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simulations. The coupling model relies on the cooperative use of two equations to
explain ionic conductivity across a broad frequency range. A cross-over frequency (coc)
exists which marks the point below which conductivity may be described using the
Kohlrauch fractional exponential model, and above which a linear-exponential model is
used [31]. Below COc the behavior corresponds to UDR while above COc, the behavior
corresponds to NCL. Initially, establishing the relation between the COc and the
temperature dependence of both the de and ac conductivities was of primary
importance. Later, within the coupling model he postulated that col.O behavior is a
reflection of the vibrational contribution to the mean square displacement of ions from
low to high temperatures over a broad frequency window [13].
Studies involving crystalline and amorphous LiAISh06 focused on the fact that
both systems shared the common feature of having ions constrained by a cage of
neighboring ions creating anharmonic potentials and a confining effect on the ion. The
coupling model allows for NCL behavior in both amorphous and crystalline solids with
the note that structural disorder is not the cause of NCL but that it may enhance the
properties of effects associated with NCL [60]. Thus, it was surmised that the NCL
behavior stemmed from the localized relaxation of caged ions [61,62]. With continued
study it was gradually deduced that the high temperature-high frequency NCL is a
combination of the relaxation of cages in conjunction with a contribution from a
distribution ofADWP structures [54]. Further, within the coupling model there exists a
frequency below which NCL behavior associated with the decay of structural cages
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ceases to exist. Fundamentally, NCL behavior is produced by the rare non-correlated
jumping of ions beyond the dimensional constraints imposed by caging ions.
Recall that the coupling model relates the cooperative ion hopping time 't, to the
time for a single independent hop of an ion out of its potential well ('to) by
Eq.13
where 'te ~2ps is estimated experimentally for ionic conductors, and n is determined by
ion-ion interaction strength. It is argued that for times short relative to 'to, the number
of simultaneous jumps is minimal, allowing the jumps to be treated independently; thus
cooperative dynamics need not be considered. The molecular dynamics simulations of
the mean square displacement (MSD) of mobile ions have suggested its correlation
with the NCL behavior. Within the regime of NCL behavior, the displacement of
mobile ions is predominantly within the limits of an ion's cage. As such, the mean
square displacement, or loss, varies slowly with the logarithm of time, producing NCL.
For times longer than 'to the increasing probability of simultaneous hopping of ions
beyond the boundaries of their caging ions results in losses associated with mutually
correlated! interacting hopping between ions [60].
As the frequency decreases below the independent ion hopping relaxation time
the probability increases that an ion will be thermally stimulated to successfully hop to
another site. This effectively hides the NCL contribution to conductive dispersion in
the presence of the dominant contribution associated with the hopping of ions [53, 63-
65]. At present, Ngai explains the NCL behavior with a dynamic anharmonicity
resulting from the fluctuation of caging ions relative to a central mobile ion. This
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multi-atom fluctuation coincides with the mobile ion's tendency to fluctuate within the
confines its surrounding cage, potentially beyond the cage's boundaries on a very
seldom basis.
The MIGRATION Model
Within the context of the MIGRATION model, Funke et al. have developed a
conceptual understanding ofhow several microscopic mechanisms may together lead to
NCL behavior. Under the MIGRATION model NCL may arise from displacive
movements of a mobile ion within the confines of its caging ions. NCL behavior is
stated to exist only at frequencies greater than the elementary hopping rate. These
movements could be localized failed attempts to jump to a neighboring site, which give
zero dc conductivity because oftheir finite and limited nature [41]. Absent from Figure
1-1 is a high frequency plateau (between _109_10 12 Hz). The MIGRATION model
suggests that this plateau, which varies exactly as the square of the frequency is also
identified with NCL behavior. One should mention that such a high frequency plateau
may only be realized after subtracting out the high frequency vibrational component.
This plateau is suggested to result from small localized movements of charged species
between nearest neighbor sites, for which it is claimed that the temperature dependence
of this high frequency plateau relates to the thermal activation energy of such ionic
displacements [38, 41].
Accordingly, it is mentioned that the plateau region of the dielectric loss may
not be explained using non-interacting ions positioned in a distribution of double-well
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potentials, because this would result in a Debye-type correlation factor. The model
recognizes that the plateau can be achieved by using a particular distribution of
ADWPs, yet within the treatment suggested by the MIGRAnON model the Coulomb
interactions are described by the assembly of the atoms of the material under study,
specifically providing the same barrier heights and elementary hopping rates for each
ions' environment [41]. Modeling has suggested that the local structure around a
mobile ion dictates whether its behavior conforms to that associated with migration or
NCL behavior. It is proposed that if the local environment provides a passage from one
site to another then the rules governing movement under the MIGRAnON model
apply, when a passage is not possible NCL behavior results from spatial fluctuations of
the ion within the confines of the caging ions [41].
Parallel and Series and Composite Nearly-Constant-Loss Fitting Models
In the absence of a rigorous quantitative model that successfully predicts nearly
constant loss of dielectric materials, Macdonald proposes two routes of data analysis,
based on constant loss (CL) and NCL behavior [66, 67]. The two routes depend on
whether the NCL is or is not additive to the UDR regime. He incorporates a high
frequency dielectric loss associated with mobile charge effects, and the contributions by
dipolar and vibrational motions ofthe remaining nonionic bulk: constituents [66]. Then
there is either a parallel or a series combination ofthe two contributions.
The parallel approach, known as the parallel constant-phase-element (PCPE),
assumes NCL behavior is a response associated with the bulk: material which is
electrically parallel to all other conductive-system bulk: responses [66]. Alternatively,
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Macdonald also proposed the series-based approach, series constant-phase-element
(SCPE), to isolate contributions to NCL behavior resulting from electrode effects. Here
the effective response of a system is serially comprised of the afore-mentioned CPE
model and anomalous contributions associated with electrodes made of a material
different from the electrolyte sample. More generally, Macdonald has generated a
number of different analytical models which combine, in series or parallel, a variety of
elements having dielectric constants to test which combination best simulates
experimental 8'(00) and 8"(00) data. In any of the above composite models, little
emphasis is given to the microscopic loss mechanisms, but rather the goal is to contest!
ratifY other approaches in the field. There is emphasis on the high and low frequency
electrode effect. Short-range and vibrational motions are also enlisted as a potential
means ofjustifYing the loss behavior when appropriate [66, 67].
NCL Behavior within the Context of the Counterion Model
As an extension of the counterion model, Hohr, Dieterich and associates have
used Monte Carlo simulations of a dipolar lattice gas model to decipher NCL. Within
this model the temperature regime prescribed is too low to allow for mobile charge
carriers to migrate throughout the lattice, thus differentiating it from the counterion
model. Sites within the lattice which are host to charge carriers (cations) possess a
degree of energetic disorder similar to that imposed by the ADWP construct [17].
Within the dipolar gas of randomly distributed defects, as one varies the degree
ofdisorder associated with the defect and the dipole-dipole interaction energy, the NCL
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behavior emerges (even in a relatively ordered system) when the defect interaction
parameter falls below a limiting value. This observation supports experimental
evidence by which NCL behavior is universally seen in both amorphous and crystalline
ionic conductors [17]. Further, experiments extending the model with a random
distribution of defects incorporate the influence of interaction between dipolar defects.
For systems having a distribution of disordered yet interacting dipoles, NCL behavior is
produced at sufficiently low temperatures. Based on this result, it is stated that at low
temperatures (T~ 100 K) it is important to consider dipole-dipole interactions within
the distribution ofADWPCs [17].
Recent Contributions by Sidebottom and Associates
While lacking a formal model, Sidebottom et al. have performed experiments to
understand: changes in electrical modulus with ion concentration in an ion conducting
glass, how the power law exponent varies with cation constriction, and how NCL
behavior can be decomposed into constituent mechanisms [68-71]. Of interest is the
fact that both conductivity and dielectric permittivity spectra may be collapsed into
respective master curves according to specific scaling laws (the scaling of the dielectric
permittivity involves subtraction of the high frequency dielectric constant). It is worth
noting that such time-temperature superposition scaling is possible for ion conducting
glasses having variable mobile charge concentration [68].
Sidebottom inspected the behavior of scaling at low temperatures; and noted
that the scaling breaks down. For a series of Ge02 glasses, the data obtained between
1Hz and 1 MHz was scaled and analyzed. For temperatures above ambient both the
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UDR and NCL regimes were successfully scaled according with the same parameters,
leading to the conclusion that high temperature NCL originates from the same hopping
process as UDR [71]. At low temperature «100 K) the high temperature scaling fails.
By further comparing the loss spectra of doped and pure Ge02 glasses this low
temperature discontinuity was resolved. Comparison of the two materials, both of
which exhibit NCL behavior, reveals that by subtracting the network induced loss
exhibited by pure Ge02, from the low temperature spectra of the doped glass, that the
resulting spectra of the doped glasses adheres to the same scaling properties used for
the above-ambient scaling of both the UDR and NCL regimes. From this, Sidebottom
declared that there are two contributions to NCL, one derived from the ionic
contribution, the other a nonionic polarization process associated with the glassy
network [71].
The Jellyfish Model ofNCL
As previously mentioned, a distribution of ADWPs as a means to explain NCL
is perhaps the most popular approach among those currently explaining the phenomena.
Although the ADWP formalism has fairly broad support, the approach is primarily
phenomenological in nature thus requiring further research to establish the aspect(s) of
a material which determine the distribution of ADWPs. Further, obtaining a physical
description ofthe ADWPs has been a primary research goal of Jain, who has as a result
developed the Jellyfish model of the NCL [2, 4, 6, 58, 72-74]. This ground-up
approach relies on fundamental experimental results for understanding the ADWPs'
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contribution to NCL. Following is a summary of the key information derived from the
experimental work performed by Jain et al.
Before Nowick established the universality of NCL, Jain and Kanert, used
nuclear spin relaxation (NSR) and electrical conductivity measurements to characterize
how changes in both the alkali modifier and its concentration affect the fundamental
ADWP structure in oxide and heavy metal fluoride glasses. The NSR measured at low
temperatures revealed thermally activated, multi-atom fluctuations in the form of
ADWPs. This result, in conjunction with conductivity results, pertaining to alkali
doped Ge02, helped establish the argument that ADWP configurations developed
during glass formation are strongly affected by the presence of alkali ions. Further the
degree of strain in a glass determines the asymmetry of the ADWPs. The ADWP
configurations result from fluctuating charges contributing to ac conductivity, thus the
increased concentration of ADWPs promotes higher conductivity at low temperatures
[58].
Accompanying the phenomenological approach using the ADWP construct to
explain NCL, is empirical evidence of considerable value. As previously mentioned,
NCL behavior is found under low temperature/ low frequency, and high temperature/
high frequency conditions. Extrapolation of the Eq. 14, which fits the low frequency
low temperature data (solid circles), to room temperature yields a line which intersects
data gathered at high frequencies and room temperature (empty circles) Figure 2-6 [4].
The continuity between the two temperature and frequency regions establishes evidence
ofa common origin ofNCL, derived from ADWP mechanisms, in the two regions.
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Figure 2-6 Demonstration that data extrapolated according to Eq.14 from low
temperature/ low frequency conditions to room temperature/ low frequency conditions
falls on the same line as does data obtained at high frequency/ high temperature.
Additional evidence by which the ADWP model successfully fits experimental data can
be seen in Figure 2-7; here, fitting performed using ADWP parameters reproduces the
low temperature relaxation associated with ADWPs, behavior otherwise omitted by fits
relying solely on hopping mechanisms [57].
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Figure 2-7 Theoretical fits incorporating the ADWP model to experimental data for
0.0023 LizO-0.977GeOz glass at three different frequencies. The broken lines
represents fits using only the ADWP model, the solid lines incorporate both the ADWP
model as well as contributions associated with the hopping of alkali ions [57].
Similar work involving GeOz glass containing very low concentrations of Li,
x(Na/ Rb)·(l-x) GeOz (x = 0.2), and 0.5AgzO·0.5Rb20: Ge02 show dielectric
relaxations associated with low temperature NCL [57, 72, 73]. The relaxations are
observed as small peaks occurring at temperatures just below the onset of hopping
(Figure 2-8). Work involving Na/ Rb mixed alkali glasses at low temperature for
which, within a temperature range, there is a decrease in conductivity with increasing
temperature, suggests that alkali ions become associated with ADWPs. Such behavior,
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which the ADWP model reproduces, has been observed in other mixed alkali glasses in
addition to several germanate and heavy metal fluoride glasses (Figure 2-7) [73].
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Figure 2-8 Plot of conductivity vs. frequency and temperature for a
O.lNa20·O.lRb20·0.8 Ge02 glass showing a minimum (indicated by the arrow) before
the junction between the low and high temperature region prior to the onset of hopping
dominated behavior [72].
These relaxations, observed for a fixed frequency with varying temperature,
may be observed over a finite temperature range, just before ion hopping dominates the
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conductivity spectra. The fact that it is possible to observe discrete relaxation
phenomena in glasses within NCL, for systems having a small number of mobile ions,
as controlled by the mixed alkali effect, suggests this relaxation phenomena are a key to
understanding the NCL in disordcrcd solids. Much of the data in thc present study
rc\'ol\'cs around thc cffort to understand how discrete relaxation peaks evol\'c with
conccntration, frcqucncy, and tcmperature in a crystallinc solid. This approach
adhercrs to thc philosophy that by understanding thc loss mechanisms in a crystalline
solid ha\'in!:! a defined dc!:!ree of disorder, insi!:!ht will bc !:!aincd conCCn1l11!:! thc
..... ..... .......... .....
fundamental mechanisms responsible for NCL in glasses.
Csing the :\DWP model, Jain ct al. found that the fitting paramctcrs of the
AD\YP model at low temperatures do not cxactly agree with that of the high frequency-
high temperatun: data. thus suggesting that thc NCL in t\\'O rcgions may be from
different AD\YP configurations (Figure 2-9) [6]. An altcn1ati\'c solution would il1\'ol\'e
dynamic parameters \\ithin the AD\YP model \\'hich e\'ol\'c ,,'ith tempcrature. thus
smoothly connecting the t\\O tempcrature i frequency regimes [4].
,
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Figure 2-9 Demonstration of failure of ADWP model, originally designed for low
temperature parameters, to intersect data for high temperature/ high frequency
conditions.
In mixed alkali glasses the mixed alkali effect (MAE) is typically seen within
temperature/ frequencies conditions associated with ion hopping processes. Under the
present conditions, fluctuation by the ADWPs occurs in a wiggling fashion similar to
that of a jellyfish while continuing to constrict the movement of the alkali ions [72].
From this study it can be deduced that jellyfish type behavior, observed within the NCL
regime, involves groups of atoms, but without hopping mechanisms, as indicated by the
absence of the MAE [72]. Empirical evidence suggests both regimes of NCL are
associated with jellyfish-like fluctuations. However, the variation ofjellyfish dynamics
between low and high temperature remain unknown [2, 6, 72]. A metaphorical picture
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illustrating a possible "structural-unit" (consisting of a multi-atom complex) within the
jellyfish model is seen in Figure 2-10.
Figure 2-10 An illustrative example of a complex of atoms which fluctuate in a
jellyfish like manner to produce NCL.
Having established how ADWPs determine NCL in disordered materials; Jain
continued to fine-tune this understanding into the jellyfish model. The jellyfish model
synonymously compares small fluctuations performed by ADWP complexes in the
microscopic "glassy ocean", to the inherent wiggling motion of a jellyfish in the ocean.
The jellyfish fluctuations occur over times longer than atomic vibrations associated
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with far infrared frequencies, and involve overcoming energetic barriers far smaller
than that required by ion hopping. The low temperatures and high frequencies, where
the jellyfish mechanism dominates, lack the thermal energy or necessary time required
to accommodate the hopping of an individual atom [2]. Further, it has been shown that
with frequencies above about 1012 Hz the jellyfish contribution to conductive
dispersion becomes small in the presence of dominant contributions of localized single
ion vibrations [74]. Thus far the jellyfish model contends that different types of
ADWPs are present within different frequency and temperature regimes.
Objectives and Overall Approach
The following includes conductance and capacitance data gathered for a number
of ceria samples having varying yttria concentration. From this data, analysis
pertaining to: dc conductivity, low and high frequency dielectric constant, and
dielectric loss, will be presented in a variety of forms which demonstrate the presence
of a number of behavioral phenomena. This study is designed to help understand how
yttria doped ceria behaves as a model system, as a function of temperature, frequency,
and mobile charge carrier concentration, as a means to better understanding the nature
of ionic conductivity in amorphous solids. Specifically, efforts will focus on data
gathered below room temperature to help elucidate the origins of the jellyfish-type
mechanisms relative to their contribution to NCL.
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Sample Preparation
Powder batches ofyttria doped ceria, containing 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, 1.0,
2.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 15.0 mol % Y203, were prepared by an oxalic acid coprecipitation
method as described in the literature [75-77]. This method involves the addition of a
cerium and yttrium nitrate solution to an oxalic acid solution to form insoluble oxalate
precipitates:
1.6 Ce(N03)3 + 0.4Y(N03)3 + 3H2C204 + nH20 -+ (Ce.8Y.2)2(C204)3 •
nH20+ 6HN03
The coprecipitate is filtered using a 0.20 JlID filter, dried at 110°C for about 24 hours,
and calcined at 710°C prior to the pressing of specimens:
(Ce.sY.2)2(C20 4)3· nH20 -+ 2Ce.sY.201.9 + 2C02 i
+ 2CO i + 0.102 i + nH20 i
Cylindrical pellets were uniaxially pressed to 10.3 MPa (without any binder) using a
graphite die, and then cold isostatically pressed to approximately 36.5 MPa. The green
bodies were sintered for 4 hours at 1380°C, following which the faces of the pellets
were ground parallel using a South Bay Technologies (SBT) polishing fixture and 220
grit SiC paper. During sintering, the green bodies experienced a reduction in both
length and cross-section of approximately 13 % of the original dimensions. Final
dimensions were 1.02 cm in diameter, and -0.5- 0.7 mm thick to accommodate testing
in the ac capacitance bridge. Additional cylindrical and thin tablet-shaped samples
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were pressed and sintered for high frequency tests according to the previous steps.
Samples pressed for use in the 50 ohm coaxial system were pressed using a graphite die
having an inner diameter of 1.0 cm. Samples prepared for use in a waveguide
configuration were pressed in the form of thin tablets having a diameter of :::::2.0 cm,
with the appropriate thickness as prescribed by Table 3-2. The samples were precision
machined to specified dimensions by Accuratus Ceramic Corporation. Platinum wires
were attached to the faces of the tablets using sinterable gold paste (ESPI, product
8835A), which was used also to define the geometry of the electrodes and that of the
ground isolation ring.
Basic Sample Parameters
yttria doped ceria maintains the cubic fluorite structure for all of the
compositions studied (Figure 3-1). As will be shown later, it is important to know the
effective area of the sample electrodes. The basic electrode configuration applied to
each low frequency sample (10 Hz- 100 kHz) conforms to that depicted in Figure 3-2.
The guard ring, which is connected to ground, helps minimize problems of surface
conduction and fringe effects [9]. One face of the sample is painted with gold paste, as
mentioned above, while a center island, with a peripheral ground ring is applied to the
opposite face. The effective area of the electrically isolated region is given by the
following equation:
in which reff is defined by
reff= r1 + gl2 -2dhr(ln cosh(1tgl4d))
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Eq.15
Eq.16
where rl is the measured radius of the electrode, g is the gap width, and d is the sample
thickness (Table 3-1) [9]. Given the fact that the sample electrodes were applied using
a brush and the fixture shown below (Figure 3-3), no one set value can be measured
pertaining to the physical radius of the electrode (rl)' Rather than assuming an ideal
value, as determined by the dimensions of the mask, the area of the electrode was
determined using a LECO image analysis program. The program has a function to
record the trace of the perimeter of a magnified image of the electrode, thus producing
the circumference which is then conyerted to the nominal area, A j • From this area, r1 is
determined. and in a similar fashion ,ye determined the ayerage value of g. using a
similar function for ayeraging of the lengths of a number of line segments dra\\'n
normal to the inner and outer diameter of the gap around the center electrode. About
jjye (A;) yalues and 16-20 gap (g) ,alues were measured per sample for determining
the cffectiw electrode area.
.-
~
Figure 3-1 A schematic representation of the cubic fluorite structure. In the abow
cartoon cerium is represented by the black spheres and oxygen by the gray spheres.
Tep
[
Figure 3-2 Schematic representation of three ring configuration used to test ac bridge
samples. Line leading away from contacts in the profile cartoon represent platinum
wires running to the bridge, and to ground.
Sample Thickness (d. Electrode Area Frequency
mm» lAeff. mm2) RanQe
4-LFD-11-0.5Y 0.544 17.950 10 Hz-100kHz
9-LFD-13-0.05Y 0.489 18.404 10 Hz-100kHz
11-LFD-17-0.20Y 0.513 16.176 10 Hz-100kHz
12-LFD-16-0.10Y 0.521 15.821 10 Hz-100kHz
13-LFD-14-2.0Y 0.543 17.974 10 Hz-100kHz
14-LFD-9-10.0Y 0.071 17.995 10 Hz-100kHz
15-LFD-10-15.0Y 0.759 16.467 10 Hz-100kHz
16-LFD-8-5.0Y 0.797 18.245 10 Hz-100kHz
17-LFD-12-0.0Y 0.530 15.042 10 Hz-100kHz
18-LFD-19-1.0Y 0.503 14.953 10 Hz-100kHz
Table 3-1 Dimensions of impedance samples tested from 5-600 K using Andeen
Capacitance bridge.
Figure 3-3 Illustration of fixture used to apply gold paste to define electrode on
sample.
The electrical conductance (G) and capacitance (C) of all samples were measured from
10Hz to 105 Hz using an automated Andeen Capacitance Bridge, at temperatures
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ranging from 5 - 600 K. Low temperature measurements (5-300 K) were performed
using a Cryo Industries cryostat (model SPRC 11 0), in conjunction with a liquid helium
feeder system, and a Lake Shore Cyrotronics DRC9I C temperature controller (Figure
3-4). Room temperature measurements were performed using the experimental
configuration depicted in Figure 3-5. A rotary pump and a diffusion pump were used to
maintain a pressure of about 10,5 atmospheres within the cryostat's sample chamber to
a\'oid condensation of moisture on samples during measurement.
Frequency Range Band Sample Cross-section tolerance
GHz mm +/-
11.9-18.0 P 15.799x7.899 0.02
14.5-22.0 12.954x6.477 0.02
17.6-26.7 K 10.668x4.318 0.02
217-33.0 8.636x4.318 0.02
26.4-40.1 Ka 7.112x3.556 0.02
330-50,1 5.690x2.845 0.02
393-59.7 U 4.775x2.388 0.02
49.9-75.8 3.759x1.880 0.02
60.5-92,0 E 3.099x1.549 0.02
73.8-112.0 2540x1.270 0.02
923-1400 F 2032x1.016 0,02
Table 3-2 Information corresponding to \\'a\'eguide samples and the frequency O'er
which t.?J.ch b:md applies.
Liquid HeliumIII \qV~cuum pump I.' fl ~'\ \\II! \ \
_____ II .. I 1\\
U J
hri". (10 -1 Oi:l~'Li)
... ,.",.: __ ; _'1\~ ..
/
Computer
Figure 3-4 Experimental layout used to test samples at cryogenic temperatures for
frequencies from 10Hz to 100 kHz,
Computer
ac capacitancel conductance
bridqe (10-100kHz)
Figure 3-5 Experimental layout used to test samples at high temperatures (300-600 K)
for frequencies from 10Hz to100 kHz.
Audio and Radio Frequency Electrical Measurement
Audio and radio frequency measurements of two kinds were performed during
this study; high temperature (300-600 K), and low temperature (5-300 K). The
electrical conductivity (0), dielectric constant (e'), and dielectric loss (E") were
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obtained for the yttria doped ceria samples from the capacitance and conductance
results ofthese measurements.
High temperature electrical measurement
Samples of yttria doped ceria were tested using an automated Andeen
Capacitance Bridge as depicted in the previous figures. This bridge performs in an
electronically automated fashion according to the same principles used by a traditional
manual Wheatstone-type capacitance bridge, with transformer ratio arms, (Figure 3-6)
[78]. When an ac signal is applied to the primary windings (Np), by the generator
(GEN), it induces voltages Vs and Vx in the secondary windings, whose ratio is Nsf Nx,
which are the number of turns in the two windings, respectively. The bridge is
balanced when no current flows across the detector (DET),
Eq.17
where ro(=21tU) is the angular frequency of the ac signal, while the values of
conductance (Gx) and capacitance (Cx), can be determined in terms of the known
standards Gs and Cs' Using the Andeen capacitance bridge, values of capacitance and
conductance were recorded for 17 frequencies from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. Temperature
intervals between 15 and 20 degrees were typical for the high temperature
measurements between 300 and 600 K. The dc conductivity for each sample was
determined using the high temperature configuration.
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Figure 3-6 Wheatstone capacitance bridge with transformer arms [78].
Low temperature electrical measurement
The low temperature measurements were conducted in the same manner as the
high temperature measurements with the exception that the sample chamber was
maintained at low temperatures using the afore-mentioned gas flow liquid helium
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cryostat. The sample was secured to a sapphire disc, using polypropylene fingers,
which was mounted on a copper cold finger. The cold finger's temperature was
controlled to within 0.1 K by controlling the rate of helium flow, and the output power
of the temperature controller. The sapphire disk served to conduct heat away from the
sample, to the cold-finger, while isolating it electrically from the rest of the system.
The nearly constant loss behavior of each sample was observed using the low
temperature configuration.
Electrical Conductivity Analysis
The ac electrical conductivity was determined from the conductance data using
the following relation,
G ac = GdlAeff Eq.18
where G represents the conductance, d the thickness, and Aeff the effective cathode
area, as determined by Eq. 15. The dc conductivity was determined using complex
impedance analysis, earlier mentioned within the context of the Nyquist plot [9]. A
complex impedance plot consists of the real and imaginary components of the complex
impedance,
where
and
Z· = Z'+ iZ"
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Eq.19
Eq.20
Eq.21
A number of mechanisms (Figure 3-7) are active within the system under test, each
observable across visibly distinguishable temperature ranges due to the difference in
their individual time constants [10]. Each mechanism is associated with a different
semi-circle observable on a complex impedance plot, the right most intersection of each
plot corresponding to the resistance associated with each process. Referring to Figure
2-1, the three semi-circles represent relaxation mechanisms of different origin. From
right to left, corresponding to increasing frequency, the semi-circles correspond to
electrode polarization, grain-boundary polarization, and dc conductivity (in the context
of a yttria doped ceria sample). The intersection of the complex impedance with the x-
axis (Z') designates the inverse dc conductance (1/ Gdc), from which the dc conductivity
can be extracted.
R(lattice)
0)
C(lattice)
R(grain boundaries)
C(grain boundaries)
R(electrodes)
o
C(electrodes)
Figure 3-7 Illustration of three R-C elements (different resistive mechanisms), coupled
in series, often observed on a Nyquist plots or when plotting E", or cr as a function of
frequency.
Dielectric Constant Analysis
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A dielectric is defined as,
A material in which energy can be stored by the
polarization of the molecules. It is a material that increases
the capacitance or charge storage ability of a capacitor.
Ideally, it is a non-conductor of electric charge so that an
applied field does not cause a flow of charge but instead
relative displacement of opposite charges and hence
polarization of the medium [79].
Application of an external ac field to a dielectric causes randomly oriented dipoles
\\"ithin the material to attempt to align with the field (Figure 3-8). The net polarization
of the material P,
P =~p. Eg.22
\\here ~ is the numbcr of dipole entities per unit \"olumc. and p is the dipole moment
per dipok [79].
Figure 3-8 Application of an ac field to a dipolar material. The total polarization P (=
Np), is out ofphase with the external field (E).
The complex dielectric constant of the sample contains a variety of useful information.
It is defined as
c* = c' + c"
where c' can be determined from the capacitance using the basic relation
c' = C d/ Aeff.
A parallel plate capacitor as pictures in Figure 3-8 has capacitance C,
where A represents the area of the plates, and d the distance between them.
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Eq.23
Eq.24
Eq.25
and £" can be determined by
Eq.26
where £0 is the permittivity of free space.
Once the cr~c has been determined, it is possible to determine the value of the imaginary
component of the complex dielectric constant. Both £' and £" vary with frequency for
which the dependence can be observed in Figure 3-9.
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The plateau observed for e' at low frequencies represents the ability of the dipoles to
reorient with the changing phase ofthe ac field. At low frequencies, the relaxation time
of the dipolar entities is faster than the frequency of the field, or the rate at which the
polarization of the ac field changes, thus allowing the dipoles to align with the field.
Since the dipoles' movement is synchronous with the external field, no energy is lost as
the dipoles change in orientation to follow the field. As the frequency of the ac field
increases, the dipoles can no longer align with the field and a time-lag develops
between the dipole and the ac field; the field and the dipoles are no longer in phase with
one another. Each dipole can be represented by a simple harmonic oscillator having a
spring constant, and a given relaxation time. As the restoring force of the dipole fails to
"keep-up" with the external field it becomes out-of-phase and must work against a
component of the field as it tries to maintain alignment. This work results in a loss in
energy. This energy loss, represented bye" as energy loss per cycle, peaks for a values
of L =11 0); meaning the corresponding frequency of the dipolar relaxations produces
maximum power dissipation [79].
Analysis of Dielectric Loss
Previously, it was established that e" represents the energy loss per cycle, and
that a peak is observed when the relaxation time associated with the loss process is
equal to the inverse of the angular frequency of the ac field. This loss peak (at L =11 0))
is called a Debye loss peak. The width of the peak represents the distribution of
relaxation times corresponding to a given relaxation process; narrow peaks being
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associated with a discrete relaxation time, and broad peaks corresponding to a
distribution of relaxation times (Figure 3-10) [79].
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Figure 3-10 Illustration depicting contrast between a narrow peak associated with a
discrete relaxation time, and broad peak associated with a distribution of relaxation
times.
Further, having identified the relation "C =1/ 00, at maxima in E", and assuming the
relaxation process is Debye-like in nature, it is possible to extract the activation energy
of the relaxation process by plotting a set of relaxation times and the corresponding
temperatures using the following Arrhenius relation
"C = "Coexp(Ea / kBT)
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Eq.27
where 'to, is the pre-exponential factor (which includes a vibration frequency and
entropy factor), Ea is the activation energy, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T the
temperature [80].
CHAPTER 4 RESULTS
Audio and RF electrical measurement
Conductance Data
The data obtained from the capacitance bridge, for both high and low
temperature, are plotted simultaneously as a function of frequency to help elucidate
trends. All ofthe data plotted in the graphs below use the Kelvin temperature scale, and
are accurate to within a tenth of a degree. Representative plots of conductance as a
function of frequency, for 0.05, 1.0, and 10.0 mol % Y203, are shown in Figure 4-1,
Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3. Conductance is plotted in units of siemens, and frequency
in radians. An arrow in Figure 4-1 indicates the marked drop in conductance resulting
from grain boundary effects at low frequencies and high temperatures. The plateau
seen at high frequencies and high temperatures is due to dc conductivity; it shifts to
lower frequencies as the temperature decreases. At sufficiently low temperatures, the
dc plateau shifts out of the window of observability. As the temperature decreases
several steps are seen in the curves representing frequency dependent loss mechanisms
within the samples; which also shift to lower frequencies as the temperature decreases.
By comparing the plots for 0.05, 1.0, and 10.0 mol % Y20 3 it is clear that fewer loss
mechanisms can be observed for 10.0 mol % Y20 3 than for both 0.05 and 1.0 mol %
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Y203. At sufficiently low temperatures the conductance varies linearly with frequency,
and attains a sloped nearly equal to one.
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Figure 4-1 A typical representation of conductance as a function of angular frequency
for 0.05 mol % Y203 doped Ce02. The sharp step, indicated by the arrow at about
1.5E-6 (5), is a result of grain boundary effects. Temperature is represented in Kelvin.
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Figure 4-3 A typical representation of conductance as a function of angular frequency
for 10.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02.
Capacitance Data
In a similar fashion, the raw capacitance data generated by the bridge is plotted
in Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5, and Figure 4-6. At high temperatures and low frequencies a
plateau is observed representing the nature by which the dipoles within the material are
able to stay in phase with the phase of the ac field. As the temperature decreases, this
plateau shifts to lower frequencies and a trend is observed for which the capacitance
decreases with increasing frequency. At sufficiently low temperature the capacitance
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again becomes relatively independent of frequency. This low temperature plateau is
analogous to a high frequency plateau, representing the inability of the material's
dipoles to stay in-phase with the ac field of the bridge. The abrupt increase in
capacitance observed at low frequency and high temperature in Figure 4-6 represents
grain boundary effects.
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Figure 4-4 Capacitance (in farads) as a function of angular frequency for 0.05 mol %
Y203 doped Ce02 (temperatures are represented in Kelvin).
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Figure 4-5 Capacitance (in farads) as a function of angular frequency for 1.0 mol %
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CHAPTER 5 DATA ANALYSIS
Conductivity Data
It is possible to convert the acquired conductance data into conductivity values,
using Eq. 18, thus accounting for the dimensional parameters of the sample.
Graphically, conductivity data look like conductance data, but with appropriate units.
Data in Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-6 use the Kelvin scale for the temperature. From
these figures it is clear that the conductivity spectra obtained for various compositions
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ofyttria doped ceria have the same general features found for amorphous solids (Figure
2-4). For the available frequencies, a high temperature dc plateau is observed at the
low frequency end of UDR. As the temperature decreases the dc plateau shifts to
frequencies below the lower limit of the ac bridge. UDR behavior dominates the
observed behavior throughout the intermediate temperatures, eventually being replaced
by NCL at low temperatures. These features common to both crystalline yttria doped
ceria and amorphous solids are what make it possible to draw inferences concerning
ionic conductivity of amorphous solid ionic conductors, with some important
differences, from what will be learned from the present data for yttria doped ceria.
The most prominent difference observed between our experimental spectra and
those for amorphous solids is the presence of steps due to discrete loss mechanisms
found in the conductivity spectra for yttria doped ceria. Through an understanding of
these loss peaks in yttria doped ceria, a greater knowledge of ionic conduction in
disordered materials can be attained. A consequence of the steps resulting from loss
mechanisms is that the manner in which the onset of UDR and NCL is obscured. The
onset frequency of UDR and NCL among amorphous ionic conductors is relatively
easy to see, while for yttria doped ceria the transition is convoluted by the presence of
multiple but discrete "loss-induced" steps (Figure 5-2).
At high temperatures a plateau is observed which corresponds to dc
conductivity; this plateau shifts to lower conductivities (in an Arrhenius fashion) and
frequencies as the temperature decreases. As previously mentioned, the step observed
to the low frequency side of the dc plateau results from grain boundary effects [45,46,
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81]. Since dc conductivity represents frequency independent hopping, the dc portion of
the curve should have a slope of zero; this is approximately true as the observed
'plateau' has a small positive slope. In principle, it should be possible to extract Gdc
from the dc plateau, for several temperatures. Unfortunately these values are often
affected by grain boundary effects and the UDR, making it difficult to pick appropriate
values for Gdc. More accurate values may be extracted from complex impedance plot
analysis as will be shown later.
The high frequency side of dc plateau exhibits an increase in conductivity
corresponding to the UDR behavior. Superimposed on the UDR region are loss peaks
which appear as bands of overlapping curves, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5-1.
The loss peaks shift to lower frequency as the temperature decreases, resulting in a
band-like appearance when plotting conductivity as a function of frequency. The
nature of these loss peaks can be more suitably observed by plotting the conductivity
data in the form of E", using Eq. 26. Note that at and above 5.0 mol % Y203 doping,
broad steps are observed in a(0)) spectra. The broad-nature of the steps prevents the
extraction of the activation energy associated with the loss mechanism, yet it is
important to notice that these broad steps occur over the same temperature range for
which discrete peaks are observed for more dilute samples.
The correlation, between discrete peaks among dilute samples and broad peaks
for highly doped samples, is more clearly seen by plotting a as a function of
temperature at fixed frequencies, aCT). For example the relaxation observed in the a(O))
plot for isotherms from 383 to 826 K, is observed as a broad relaxation across the same
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temperatures on the a(T) plot in Figure 5-7. Three additional relaxations present in the
aero) plot are easily observed on the aCT) graph. One can notice that as the frequency
decreases the loss peaks shift to lower temperatures corresponding to the fact that at
lower temperatures the relaxation time increases, corresponding to a decrease in the
frequency at which the peak is observed (Figure 5-7). At the high temperature end of
each aCT) plot a plateau is observed, representing the low temperature side of a
relaxation peak attributed to grain boundaries within the sample. The region on the
plot, below the step resulting from grain boundaries, is associated with the dc
conductivity. This region is marked by a steady decrease in conductivity with
decreasing temperature. As the temperature further decreases this relatively linear
region become convoluted with loss peaks associated with ac hopping around 330 K.
Peaks shown within aCT) plots are labeled with activation energies which have
been extracted from thermally correlated shifts in loss peaks, with frequency, attributed
to the imaginary part of the dielectric constant (8"). Recall that the conductivity is
directly related to the imaginary component of the dielectric constant by Eq. 26, as can
be seen by comparing Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-17. Poorly defined peaks having
activation energy labels will be later addressed and will be more obvious within the
context of E" (T). The most remarkable aspect of the a(T) data is the evolution of the
peaks in conductivity as a function of temperature and composition. The three most
dilute samples have two closely spaced peaks at equivalent temperatures and of similar
activation energy. At 0.10 mol % Y203 the 0.32 eV peak broadens and is later replaced
by a more discrete peak having an activation energy around 0.17 eV. Further, samples
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with ~ 0.20 mol % Y203 have two closely spaced loss peaks at low temperatures «
200K) and two closely spaced peaks at high temperature (> 200 K). As the
concentration of ytttria is increased beyond 5.0 mol % Y203 the four peaks within the
low and high temperature range broaden into two peak.
Additionally, at temperatures below about 180 K, one observes a difference in
temperature dependence between the 5.0 and 15.0 mol % Y:03 samples. The sample
having 5.0 mol % Y:03 possesses a broad relaxation at the low temperatures, while for
the 15.0 mol % sample the conductivity is vil1ually independent of temperature. The
temperature independent conductivity for the 15.0 mol % sample translates directly to
the frequency regime. more commonly discussed. In essence. \\'e observe the
broadening of t\VO discrete peaks belo\\ 200 K into one broad peak \\'hich e\'entually at
15.0 11101 %J evolves into ~CL beha\'ior: this \\'ill be further discussed in terms of
£:" ((I)). The following section addresses the interpretation of data related to the real
component of the dielectric constant: follO\wd by an analysis of data related to the
imaginary part of the dielectric constant.
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Ce02·
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Figure 5-8 Conductivity as a function oftemperature at three fixed frequencies for 0.05
mol % Y203. Three loss peaks are observed below the step observed at high
temperature resulting from grain boundary effects.
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Figure 5-9 Conductivity as a function oftemperature at three fixed frequencies for 0.10
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from grain boundary effects. A broad relaxation is found to the right of the 0.16 eV
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peak, although it is not sufficiently well defined to allow for determination of the
acti\'ation energy.
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Figure 5-16 Conductiyity as a function of temperature at three fixed frequencies for
15.0 mol % Y:03. One broad relaxation is obsern:d at approximately 200 K, belo\\'
\yhich the conductiYity is almost independent of temperature.
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Impedance Analysis
Often the dc plateau has a noticeable slope. Then the preferred approach for
determining Ode involves the complex impedance analysis; where the x-axis represents
the resistance, and the y-axis the reactance (Figure 5-18- Figure 5-21). Several arcs are
observed on a complex impedance plot corresponding to different mechanisms found at
different temperature regions. The arc found at relatively high temperatures,
intersecting the origin, corresponds to the lattice contribution to the conductivity. The
right-most point at which this arc intersects the x-axis corresponds to the real resistance
of the lattice. By taking its inverse, one obtains Ode and then the activation energy from
its temperature dependence (Figure 5-22, Figure 5-23). From the complex impedance
plot one can observe that as the temperature increases, the point at which the arc
intersects the x-axis shifts to the left, corresponding to a decrease in resistance. The
relationship between Ode and Ede, with composition, can be more easily seen in Figure
5-24.
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Figure 5-24 Variation of Ode and Ede with composition, as detennined using impedance
analysis. The value for pure ceria is set to 0.01 to allow the use of the log scale on the
x-axis, which more appropriately shown the relationship at low levels ofY203.
The Complex Dielectric Constant
The Real Component (I:)
Having acquired raw capacitance data as a function of temperature and
frequency, it is possible to analyze the data in the fonn of the real dielectric constant,
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E', through the use of Eq. 24. Graphs of E' with temperature and frequency have the
same appearance as that for capacitance, with features originating from the same
mechanisms, as seen in Figure 5-25, Figure 5-26, and Figure 5-27.
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The compositional dependence of e' at low temperature (-5 K), moderate
temperature (-470 K), and high temperature (-550 K) can be seen in Figure 5-28 and
Table 5-1. Data presented by Nowick et al. for similar materials have been included for
comparison [82]. Some variation between the data gathered by Nowick and that at
Lehigh University is expected given differences resulting from sample preparation,
such as density. Further, Nowick et. al. specified neither the temperature or frequency
for the g' values; thus values from data gathered at Lehigh were chosen from
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impedance spectra corresponding to the lattice contribution within the temperature
range quoted (420-470 K). Even so, a reasonable agreement exists between the two
sets of data.
The low temperature data presented in Figure 5-28 are relatively unaffected by
the amount of Y:03 present; values were obtained for each sample at 20 kHz for
consistency. It is also seen from Figure 5-25 through Figure 5-27 that E' is nearly
independent of frequcncy. At moderately high temperature (450-477 K) E' tends to
incrcase with increasing Y:03, yet the increase is fairly small, and not systematic. The
high tcmperature c' exhibits a small increase for compositions up to 1.0 mol % Y:03,
follO\ving which there is a sharp 'scattered' increase. Valucs ofc', rcpresentative of the
10\\' frcqucncy plateau. \\'crc choscn so as to avoid grain boundary effects as much as
possible.
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Figure 5-28 Variation of e' with mol % Y203 for data taken at low, medium, high
temperature, and by Nowick et al [82]. The data for low, medium, and that from
Nowick corresponds to the "left" y-axis. High temperature e' variation with
composition corresponds to the "right" y-axis. Data points chosen by Nowick are for
temperatures between 420 and 470 K, the equivalent data (Er, Mid T) was chosen at
relatively equivalent points given what was available regarding temperature and
composition. To facilitate the use of logarithmic scale, pure Ce02 is treated as though
it is a sample containing 0.01 mol % Y203.
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NowickEr
24.1
25
30.2
35.8
51.2
50.4
56.5
54.9
55.2
47.4
Table 5-1 Values of e' for all compositions at low, mid, and high temperature;
including data gathered by Nowick et al. between 420 and 470 K [82].
The Imaginary Component (E")
Earlier it was mentioned that activation energy values assigned to the peaks
found on the aCT) plots were calculated from the imaginary component of the dielectric
constant. Additionally, it was mentioned that when plotted as a function of
temperature, E" and a represent equivalent information. Similarly, both a and e" may
be analyzed as a function of frequency, yet the appearance of the data changes, thus
providing a convenient form with which to observe howe" varies with temperature and
frequency.
Assuming that observed loss peaks are Debye-type with a discrete relaxation
time for each loss mechanism, we use the equality 'tro = 1 at maxima in s"(ro).
Knowing that the relaxation time has an Arrhenius dependence, it is possible to extract
the activation energy associated with a given loss mechanism from the slope of an
Arrhenius plot of a series of relaxation times as a function of temperature (Figure 5-29,
Figure 5-30).
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Figure 5-29 Representati\'e example showing ho\\' peaks in c"((I)) are used to
determine the acti\'ation energy of a loss mechanism. A significant number of data
points ha\'e been remo\'ed to the right and left of each loss peak to help isolate the peak.
A polynomial fit has been applied to the center cun'e to sho\\' ho\\' fitting may be used
to help define the frequency at \\'hich C" reaches a maximum. \\'hen the maximum falls
in bet\\'een data points. as frequently occurs.
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Figure 5-30 Arrhenius plot of T(=l/m) as a function of T. The slope equals the Ea =
0.1554 ± .0097eV.
Next, a complete presentation of dielectric loss data for 0.50 mol % Y203 will
be provided; discussion will include several important features not immediately
obvious from other representations of conductance data. The data set for 0.50 mol %
Y203 has been selected due to the quality and abundance of features which are easily
observed over the available temperatures and frequencies. A presentation of loss
spectra will then be provided for other samples, which accentuate the effect of defect
concentration. Finally, curves resulting from similar mechanisms will be compared to
demonstrate how loss peaks evolve with defect concentration (% Y203).
Figure 5-31 is a log-log plot of E"(m) for 0.50 mol % Y203 demonstrating
presence of four different loss mechanisms over the temperature range studied.
Additionally, as the temperature at which loss peaks exist decreases, so does the
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respective activation energy. The peaks seen at high temperatures result from grain
boundaries, and consistently have activation energies of approximately 0.75 eV for all
of the samples studied. Notice that NCL dominates below 60 K, and the first loss peak
is observed at 70 K. Further, all of the samples exhibit a peak, broad or narrow, around
room temperature associated with the hopping of defects. Peaks occurring at lower
temperatures are attributed to complex relaxations involving groups of atoms. From
the log-log plot it can be seen that with decreasing temperature, subsequent loss
mechanisms are superimposed on the right-hand tail of the previous loss peak. In some
situations, to be discussed later, the tail of the previous loss peak almost completely
obscures the presence of subsequent loss peaks found at lower temperature. Figure
5-32 shows the evolution of the loss peak associated with grain boundaries for the 0.50
mol % Y Z0 3 sample. It is obvious from Figure 5-33 that the peak associated with ac
hopping, having an Ea = 0.63 eV is almost completely obscured by the right-hand tail of
the grain-boundary peak. It would seem intuitive to merely subtract the loss associated
with the grain-boundary peak from the subsequent peak; unfortunately, the conductivity
at low temperatures becomes prohibitively small so as to prevent such a process
without substantial modeling. Further, it is difficult to approximate the contribution
resulting from the peak's right-hand tail due to the fact that sometimes the data
gathered at high frequencies is often discarded because of inherent greater experimental
errors associated with the measurement.
Continuing to lower temperatures, another peak is initially observed at -280 K,
having an Ea = 0.45 eV (Figure 5-34). Again, this peak is nearly obscured by the right-
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hand tail of the previous peak. Finally, once 179.9 K is reached, the right-hand tail of
the previous peak CEa = 0.45 eV) reaches a minimum. This is indicated in Figure 5-35
where the right-hand tail associated with the curves at 199.7 and 184 K (marked by
'A') drops-off, and at 179.9 K (marked by 'B') a plateau in e" is observed.
Interestingly, this plateau is not unlike the NCL plateau observed at lower temperatures
(5-60 K). Revisiting Figure 5-11 supports the argument that a second NCL plateau is
observed in the absence of loss peaks. This NCL at 179.9 K is probably a natural
continuation of the lower temperature NCL, observed simultaneously with loss peaks
superimposed on the region between the two plateaus. Further, an increase in e", with
frequency, is seen to the right hand-side of this plateau at 179.9 K, representing losses
associated with the left-hand tail of previous peaks, now occurring at considerably
higher frequencies. Finally, further decreasing the temperature leads to two more loss
peaks having low activation energies of 0.17 and 0.11 eV (Figure 5-36, Figure 5-37),
below which NCL is observed for temperatures ~ 60 K. The quasi-erratic nature of the
NCL has been previously observed by Nowick et al. for dilute systems ofY203 doped
Ce02, although a convincing explanation requires further study [46]. It is important to
note that this ever-present NCL, below 60 K, is observed for all compositions
containing yttria and seems to be in the background of all e"(oo) plots. Frequently this
NCL is obscured by loss peaks above 60 K for the yttria doped ceria samples. Similar
studies of glasses show the continuous presence of NCL from 5 K to -200 K where
hopping becomes possible, thus obscuring NCL. This similarity supports the fact that,
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aside from the loss peaks, NCL present in crystalline ionic conductors is similar to that
in amorphous ionic conductors.
As seen in the oCT) plot for the pure Ce02 sample (Figure 5-7), a number of
features are present which differ from those common to samples doped with Y203. In
addition, there are two features that are common to samples having 0.05 and 0.10 mol
% Y203. Figure 5-38 and Figure 5-39 show a loss peak which extends over a
particularly broad temperature range; from 462-144 K. It is possible this peak is still
present at temperatures above ambient because it has not been obscured by the peak
associated with the ac hopping of oxygen vacancies. This inference is supported by the
fact this peak is visible for 0.05 mol % Y203 and 0.10 mol % Y20 3 samples: at 0.10
mol % Y20 3 the peak is considerably broader for oCT) (Figure 5-9) and is clearly
obscured by the tail of the peak associated with ac hopping of vacancies, see Figure
5-41. In contrast, one can see in Figure 5-42 that at 240 K, the peak with Ea = 0.32, is
not yet completely obscured by the ac hopping peak, which diminishes in magnitude
below 260 K. As a result it appears that the mechanism responsible for the peak having
an Ea = 0.32 eV peak is present for samples ofhigher Y203 concentration as well, yet it
is simply not possible to observe it due to the presence of a strong peak associated with
the ac hopping of oxygen vacancies. In other words, as the Y203 concentration
increases the microstructural environment necessary to sustain the 0.32 eV peak
changes sufficiently so that the peak extinguishes in favor of different loss mechanisms.
The most obvious difference observed between pure Ce02 and samples doped
with Y203 is the peak observed at and below 55 K (Figure 5-40). Once the right-hand
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tail of the previous, 0.10 eV peak, is sufficiently reduced in magnitude, a peak is
observed having an Ea between 0.154 and 0.0002 eV. Difficulty arises in determining
the activation energy due to the irregular shape of the loss peaks. The mechanism
responsible for this peak is not yet known. Although the peak is found in the sample
quoted as being pure, defects and impurities surely exist on some level, and one
suspects the presence of such entities contribute this unique loss peak.
It would be redundant to present loss spectra for each of the peaks observed for
all of the compositions studied, especially due to the fact that their presence has already
been established in the form of aCT). Peaks having activation energies of 0.32 and
--0.45 eV have been shown. Figure 5-43 presents data for 1.0 mol % Y203 doped
Ce02. Previously it has been established that a loss peak having an activation energy of
0.18 eVis common to Ce02 doped with trivalent ions [80]. Now we fmd an additional
discrete peak at lower temperatures, as seen in Figure 5-43.
Having established the presence of a number of different loss peaks for
compositions studied, the question still exists concerning how these peaks evolve into
NCL, and in particular, how this evolution depends on defect concentration. Figure
5-37 shows, for 0.50 mol % Y20 3 doped CeOz that above 60 K, the NCL is dominated
by discrete loss mechanisms within the material. Similar behavior is seen in Figure
5-44, Figure 5-45, and Figure 5-46. For these compositions the loss behavior above 70-
85 K reflects discrete mechanisms. For each of these systems a clear transition exists
between the right-hand tail of the lowest temperature curve (to display a peak) and
NCL. For each composition this transition is observed between 70 and 90 K,
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depending on the temperatures at which data was gathered. A marked difference is
observed for samples of 5, 10, and 15.0 mol % Y203. Below -60 K each sample
exhibits the characteristic-background NCL, previously mentioned by Nowick et aI.,
although never presented as clearly as that shown in Figure 5-44 and Figure 5-46 [46].
Figure 5-47 shows the presence of very broad loss peaks at 100 and 120 K,
below which NCL is present. As the defect concentration further increases to 10.0 mol
% Y203, peaks are no longer identifiable in any form and NCL dominates all
temperatures below 120 K (Figure 5-48). Similar behavior exists for 15.0 mol % Y203.
Referring back to the data presenting aCT), it is arguable very broad relaxations are
present at temperatures above 90 K for both 10.0 and 15.0 mol % Y203. At this point,
what previously has been referred to as generic NCL for disordered systems, is for
heavily Y203 doped Ce02 merely the result of extensive broadening of discrete peaks
found among samples with more conservative doping.
The evidence substantiating the behavior by which discrete peaks broaden as
the defect concentration increases is further demonstrated by the data in Figure 5-49
and Figure 5-50. These figures illustrate that the magnitude of a loss peak, common to
a number of compositions, experiences an initial increase as the percent Y203rises then
quickly diminishes once the percent Y203 surpasses a threshold near 5.0 mol % Y203.
This observation indicates that as the population of entities contributing to a loss peak
increases, so to does the magnitude of the loss peak. Eventually, the population density
becomes too high to treat the relaxing entities independent of each other; they begin to
interact resulting in the broadening of the loss peak. Further increase in the population
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density increases the intensity of interaction, causing the associated discrete loss peak
to continue to diminish and broaden further. This effect is again seen in the a(T) plots
in the transition from 2.0 to 5.0 mol % Y203 (compare Figure 5-13 vs. Figure 5-14).
The two peaks found at low temperature for 2.0 mol % Y203 transform into one peak as
the defect density increases to 5.0 mol % Y203. At some intermediate composition a
threshold is surpassed resulting in the convolution of the mechanisms responsible for
the two loss peaks. As the loss mechanisms superimpose they reconstitute in the form
of a broader, distributed loss mechanism that is observed as an individual but broader
relaxation peak. A compilation of loss data for all compositions; activation energy,
peak height, and temperatures at which peaks is found are included in Table 5-2.
This broadening phenomenon is synonymous with the broadening seen ill
Figure 5-48, resulting in the disappearance of loss peaks, and consequent emergence of
NCL. Having identified the trend that NCL results from increases in defect
concentration, thus causing the broadening of loss peaks, it is instructive to mention the
microstructural nature of known loss mechanisms previously defined by similar
research.
Figure 3-1 shows that each cerium atom lies at the center of a cage of eight
oxygen atoms. In the even of doping with Y203, a y+3 ion replaces the Ce+4 ion, and
two \"3 ions maintain charge neutrality for each 0.2 vacancy created. This results in a
cage of oxygen ions surrounding each yttrium ion, with the probability that one or more
of these oxygen ions will be replaced by a vacancy to maintain charge neutrality. With
this in mind, it is well accepted that the peak found near ambient (Ea ~ 0.60 eV) is
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associated with the jumps of the oxygen vacancy between sites, defined by the eight
atom cage surrounding each yttrium or cerium ion; in the form of a well defined YV'o
dipole pair [45-47]. At lower temperatures the peak with an Ea :::: 0.18 eV results from
an asymmetric fluctuation of the cage of oxygen ions surrounding isolated YCe defects
[80].
Results associated with the doping of Ce02 suggest that losses found near room
temperature, associated with the hopping of ions, have activation energies between 0.5-
0.6 eV. Further, losses found at low temperatures and having activation energies ~ 0.18
eV, are associated with the spatial fluctuation of atomic complexes. Additional peaks
were found in the current study lying in close proximity, in terms of temperature and
activation energy, to those already documented in earlier studies. It is reasonable to
infer that the peaks found with Ea :::: 0.50 eV are similar to the hopping of oxygen
vacancies around yttrium ions. The loss peak found to the low temperature side of the
0.18 eV peak are probably similar in mechanism to the asymmetric fluctuation of the
oxygen cage mentioned earlier.
The low temperature loss peaks are identified as due to the cooperative
fluctuation of a number of atoms, greater in number than those associated with the high
temperature peaks found above -200 K. From the experimental data it appears that
multiple defect configurations form with low activation energy and hence observed loss
peaks at low temperatures. As the defect concentration increases, the observed discrete
loss peaks superimpose resulting in one broad, yet identifiable separate loss peak.
Continuing with increasing levels ofyttria doping above 2.0 mol % YZ03, we observe
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considerable broadening of this low temperature peak. Samples having 10.0 & 15.0
mol % Y203 exhibit 0JCL behavior within the same temperature and frequency regions
which are dominated by discrete peaks for more dilute compositions. From this
sequential evolution we conclude that as the defect concentration in Y203 doped Ce02
increases, discrete peaks associated with isolated defects, broaden into NCL behavior
as a result of the interaction between different multiple-atom fluctuations. The low
temperature NCL observed for highly doped Ce02 results from long-range fluctuations
in multi-atomic complexes synonymous \vith the wiggling fluctuation of a jellyfish.
This behavior, observed in heavily doped yttria doped ceria is synonymous with NCL
behavior observed in amorphous systems.
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Figure 5-31 A log-log plot of &"(0)) showing the presence of a number of loss peaks
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grain boundaries.
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Figure 5-34 E"Coo) for temperatures from 219.8 - 299.2 K. Again the peak is nearly
obscured by the right-hand tail of the peak associated with ac hopping of oxygen
vacancies.
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Figure 5-35 6"(00) showing how the right-hand tail of the previous loss peak
eventually diminishes to reveal what appears to be an isolated region ofNCL.
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Figure 5-36 ["({'J) for 0050 mol % Y:O~ doped CcO: dcmonstrating the prescncc of a
loss pcak bct\\"ccn 85-120 K. haYing an E" = 0.17 e\'.
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Figure 5-37 e"(m) for 0.50 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 demonstrating the presence of a
loss peak between 70-80 K, having an Ea = 0.11 eV. At temperatures ~ 60 K NCL is
observed.
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Figure 5-38 e"(ro) for pure CeOz between 289-487 K. A loss peak is shown over a
particularly wide temperature range, 462 to 144 K, having an Ea = 0.32 eV.
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0.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02
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Figure 5-39 e"(oo) for pure Ce02 between 175 and 4.8 K. A low temperature peak
(Ea= 0.10 eV) is superimposed on the right-hand tail of the high temperature loss peak.
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Figure 5-40 6"(00) for pure Ce02 between 115-4.8 K. The right-hand tail of the 0.10
eV peak (115 K) is observed. This tail diminishes to a minimum at 44 K, which at
higher frequencies (log 00 ~ 5) evolves into a very low temperature loss peak having an
Ea < 0.02 eV. The distorted nature of the very low temperature peak makes it difficult
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to define the activation energy, which, depending on the method used, has an Ea
between 0.0002 and 0.0154 eV.
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Figure 5-41 e"(oo) for 0.10 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 for temperatures between 280-
154 K. The right-hand tail of the peak associated with hopping of oxygen vacancies
almost completely obscures (see arrows) the 0.10 eV peak clearly found for samples
having 0.05, and 0.0 mol % Y203.
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Figure 5-42 £"(00) for 0.05 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 78-260 K. The right-
hand tail of the peak associated with the ac hopping of oxygen vacancies does not yet
obscure the 0.32 eV peak.
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Figure 5-43 e"(m) for 1.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 75-117 K. The 0.18 eV
peak is associated with 89-117 K, while the 0.16 eV peak is associated with 75-95 K.
Previously, the 0.18 eV peak was reported to result from asymmetric fluctuation of
eight oxygen ions forming a cage around a dopant ion [80]. The 0.16 eV peak has not
been previously reported for this system.
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Figure 5-44 e"(oo) for 0.05 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 4.5-140.1 K. The right-
hand tail of the 0.17 eV peak at 80 K precedes the transition of the loss associated with
the discrete peak to that ofNCL.
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Figure 5-44 s"(w) for 0.05 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 4.5-140.1 K. The right-
hand tail of the 0.17 eV peak at 80 K precedes the transition of the loss associated with
the discrete peak to that ofNCL.
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Figure 5-45 6"(0)) for 0.10 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 4.7-110 K. It is possible
to see how the right-hand tails of the 0.16 eV peaks, at 85 and 89 K, transition to NCL.
The transition is relatively abrupt for this composition.
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Figure 5-46 e"(eo) for 1.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 between 5-80 K. The right-hand
tail of the peak associated with curve at 70 K is evolving toward NCL, while the same
feature is observed at 75 K.
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Figure 5-47 A broad relaxation is observed for curves at 100 & 120 K for 5.0 mol %
Y203, the same temperature range at which more discrete peaks are observed for dilute
compositions. These peaks are only visible once the right-hand tail of the broad peak
associated with ac hopping is sufficiently small in magnitude. The peaks gradually
evolve into NCL with decreasing temperature.
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Figure 5-48 a"(O)) for 10.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02 showing the smooth transition
from the right-hand peak associated with ac hopping to NCL behavior.
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Comparison of peak at »280K
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Figure 5-49 Compilation of E"(m) for each sample doped with Y Z0 3• The loss curve
peaks in frequency near log m = 2.25 for all compositions :s 5 mol % Y Z03. Samples
with 10.0 & 15.0 mol % Y Z0 3 lack peaks entirely and decrease in magnitude,
respectively.
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Comparison of peak at »220K
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Figure 5-50 Compilation of 6"(m) for all compositions with ?: 0.10 mol % Y203. A
peak in 6" is observed near log m = 2.25 for all compositions ~ 5.0 mol % Y203. The
curved associated with 10.0 & 15.0 mol % Y203 exhibit little if any peaks, and continue
to diminish in 8", respectively.
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Sample Temp. at which peaks E. E"(w) Approx. Peak Height
are resent
17·LFD·12·0.0Y
A G.B. 487.508,536,600.626 0.72 451-521
B ::00.60
C ::.50
0 289,260,240,220,205, 0.317 0.488-0.612190
E ::0.17
F 145.130. 115. 105.0 0.1 0.1-0.13
G 65.55,45.35.25.15 0.0002-0.015 0.003-0.0035
9·LFD·13·0.05Y
A G.B. 548.526 507485,467 0.70-0.71 1300-1375
B 342.329.297,278 0.61 0.158-.252
0 200. 180. 160 0.32 0.0182-0.0207
E 120.110 100.90 017 0.0052_00058
12·LFD·16·0.10Y
A(G.B.) 548,528,508,488,470, 0.76 750-800450
B 327,300,298,290,280, 065 0189-0225260
C 240, 239, 229. 220, 212 0.52 0.0047
E 11098 90,85 016 00007-00009
11·LFD·17·0.20Y
A (G.B.) 552.531,511,492,472, 071-0,75 1272-1368453.433
B 345,328.300.280 063 0.51-0.56
C 260,240228,220,215 048 00158
E 115.105,100,95,90 0.17 000106-000114
F 90 85 80 75 015 o000523-0 00057
4·LFD·11·0.5Y
A (G.B.) 542. 523,504.485466. 076-.081 1550.0000448 429
B 343327.310,299,280 063 10CCO
C
260,245,240.235,230 045 00325225220 220
E ",20 ",05 101 95 ge 85 017-017 00028
F 80 75 70 70 0,11 000073-000128
18·LFD·19·1.0Y
A (G,B.) 538, 519.5CO.480,465 076 20500000445 426
B ~co ~o<; ~~<; ~~"1 06 1 97-2 14"--- "--- "-~~ "-~~
C
2Ea: 261 251,243 242 04693 o '"1"ICQ22::
E ~ i 2 iC: 95 ::; 18 00024
F ~5 98 85 ec 75 C "6 :,:2E6- CC28~
13·LFD·14·2.0Y
A G.B. 590,575,559,543,536 0.73---.0.85 7719---.9110
B 269,282,290,294,296 0.58---.0.63 3.15......3.70
C 234,245,257,269 0.49 0.1655
E 105,110,115 0.14 0.0014
F 70.75.80.85 0.08 0.0015
16·LFD·8·5.0Y
A G.B. 545,522,499,476,5 0.78 26000---.29050
B 280.2, 260.1 0.6 2.6600
C 280,260,240,220,200 0.5 0.2170
E 120.100 0.13 0.00238......0.00257
14·LFD·9·10.0Y
A G.B. 560.540,520.500,480 0.76 11681.7---.13529.6
B 279.9. 260.5 0.7 0.9609
C 220.1. 199.8 0.43 .061018....... 071951
15·LFD·10·15Y
A G.B. 570.550.530.510.490. 0.75 38345.2 ......41693.4
B 280.5.260.0, 239.7, 0.6 0.1000219.8
C 180.2. 199.0 0.5 00300
Table 5-2 Compilation of data from £"((1)) and complex impedance plots. The dc
acti\'ation energy in the right-most column \\'as found from the complex impedance
method while all other data is from c"((I)). As seen in the graphs. some peaks are
diflicult to detine in the c"((!)) form. \\'hile clearly present for a(T). Peaks \\hich were
diflicult to detine are listed in blue and red. with an increasing le\'el of difliculty from
blue to red. respecti\'ely.
CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS
yttria doped ceria clearly exhibits UDR and NCL behaviors that are
qualitatively similar to those previously documented for an array of amorphous
systems. Superimposed on these regions are a number of loss peaks which vary in a
semi-systematic nature as the mobile charge carrier population increases from pure
Ce02 to 15.0 mol % Y203 doped Ce02. Two peaks observed above -220 K broaden
into one broad peak observed around 300 K, while two peaks observed below 220 K
reconstitute in the form of one fairly broad peak before turning into the NCL behavior
for compositions 2: 5.0 mol % Y203.
The current study documents several new loss peaks. Previous studies have
mentioned secondary peaks but failed to extract activation energies and other details, as
obtained here. An additional peak observed for the three most dilute compositions is
systematically "over-shadowed" by the right-hand tail of peaks resulting from high
temperature loss mechanisms for samples with > 0.20 mol % Y203. This
overshadowing effect applies not only to low temperature loss peaks but also to NCL.
While the NCL is most easily observed for all compositions at temperatures < 60 K, it
can also be found when the right-hand tails of high temperature peaks extinguish and
before subsequent low temperature peaks enter the window of observability. These
brief glimpses of NCL support the argument that NCL exists among all samples,
regardless of composition dependent loss peaks, for temperatures below which a dc or
oxygen vacancy is too small to be observed.
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Additionally, a peak observed at < 55 K for pure Ce02, not previously
documented by similar studies, is evidence to the fact that experimental data at liquid
helium temperatures provides valuable information missed by studies limited to liquid
nitrogen temperature. A thorough understanding ofNCL depends on its study over the
entire temperature range for which it is observed. Besides the loss peak observed < 55
K for pure ceria, each ofthe other samples exhibits an ever-present background NCL at
temperatures < 60 K. This low temperature NCL is also observed in amorphous ionic
conductors, if fact more readily than in the present yttria doped ceria for which
sometimes the presence of discrete loss peaks obscures the NCL at higher temperatures
(> 60 K). The properties of this low temperature-background NCL requires further
attention and will likely contribute to the over understanding of how NCL influences
the process of ionic conduction.
Beyond the rich array of loss peaks observed by the current study; their
evolution with increasing yttria concentration supports the argument that a greater
understanding for NCL in amorphous materials may be gained by studying the
systematic doping of a crystalline system. The low temperature data demonstrate the
evolution of discrete loss peaks into NCL with increasing yttria concentration. During
this process, two discrete peaks representing different isolated mechanisms combine to
form one peak. On further increasing the defect concentration we observe the continual
broadening of this peak until it eventually resembles NCL behavior typical of
amorphous ionic conductors.
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The evolution of low temperature peaks, resulting from long-range asymmetric
fluctuations of multi-atomic complexes is in agreement with the jellyfish model used to
describe similar fluctuations observed in glasses. Further study focusing on the
application of the jellyfish model to low temperature/ low frequency data gathered for
yttria doped ceria will help substantiate the relation between ionic conductivity in
crystalline and amorphous ionic conductors. Additionally, experiments involving yttria
doped ceria, at high temperature.! high frequency, ,,'ithin the context of the jellyfish
model. "'ill help elucidate the nature of mechanisms inherent to the fundamentals of
ionic conduction in disordered solids.
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